
                            NATIONAL CADET CROPS 



                                Experience In NCC 
            

               NCC Is the National Cadet Crops. Firstly When i'm
joining inNCC i'm so sacred. I don't know the basic things
in that.And slowly when i selected in NCC i'm so happy for
that.When i'm going to regular parades i knowing the
what's the NCC rules. In daliy parade alla the NCC rules we
know and our seniors sir are preparing contingent in us for
26 January i'm happy because i selected in that. And our
NCC sir's telling you have the camps. In camps ragada and
enjoyment is same that's camp days are too memorable.
I decided to go confirm in all camps. In NCC we can call
any senior or SD, SW we should put the rank or Madam or
Sir this is that the way we are respecting each other. When
we are attending daily parade SW, SD are equal andall
punishment.After the NCC we get dignity and respect the
nation. I decided to jion in ARMY. In this covid situation we
are not able to conduct parades. And we are not able to full
fill dreams.. 



                                          CONTIGENT 

Contingent is like a group of members going like a march
first in discipline manner. While we are participating in
contingent we get more discipline. I participated in 26
January after the long selection. Our seniors sir's are
selected the contingent more than 10 times because the
covid. And after long selection, after long ragada we
selected only three SD Cadets from my 2021 batch. When
we are participating in contingent 19batch seniors also
there we are fearing about that. And I'm the left side
markerAt last we successfully completed our contingent in
26 January it was so memorable day for me.. 



                                            RAGADA

NCC Ragada is to get body fitness. And this ragada is lose
ur will power and to decided to dropout from NCC. In my
batch some cadets are special dropout because of this
ragada. I never lose my will power still i'm continuing NCC..



                                       NCC Camps

In NCC common camp is Talsani camp. Without camps we
cannot get any rank in NCC and Enjoyment. At least one
camp should done for getting off ranks in NCC. I like the
Talsani and Republic day Camp. I definitely go for this too
camps. And not only this to camps are there more than 15
camps are their. 



                                           NCC Life

NCC life is more precious and memorable in our lifes.
NCC teach us the unity and discipline. Where ever u go u
have the respect because of NCC. In Society or In Trade
purpose u are Questioner in that situation. This NCC
certificate are getting off some reservation in Jobs
because u have the unity and discipline.. 


